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Hong Kong is a former British crown colony , and is currently a Special 

Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China. Hong Kong had 

been a British crown colony for more than 100 years (“ Hong Kong”). Hong 

Kong’s legal system, financial system, educational system, and culture have 

been influenced by the British, and Hong Kong is now one of the important 

financial centres in Asia (Meyer 219). Hong Kong’s official language is 

mandated as Chinese and English according to the Basic Law (“ Hong 

Kong”). After the return of sovereignty to China, Hong Kong’s secondary 

education system shifted twice, in 1997 nearly eighty percent of the schools 

were forced to use Chinese as a “ medium of instruction” (MoI) known as the 

“ mother-tongue education policy” (Choi 673-674). In 2008, the secondary 

schools were assigned their MoI with the reference to the admission grades 

of grade 6 students known as the “ fine-tuning policy” (Suen 1). Medium of 

Instruction is defined as a language variety which is used in educational 

settings for purposes of teaching and learning (“ Medium of Instruction”). 

There have been repercussions among the stakeholders of the educational 

system including parents, university professors, corporations, etc., as 

students’ English competency has been declined due to the education policy 

change (Flowerdew Li and Miller). Thus, should English should be used as a 

MoI in hong Kong secondary and tertiart education? English should be used 

rather than Chinese in secondary and post-secondary education because it 

can foster economic development (Ng 1), it is beneficial for student career 

paths (Flowerdew, Li and Miller 206), and it is an international language 

(Shen 112). 
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Hong Kong language education policy has long been a political issue rather 

than an educational issue (Tsui et al. 200). Under the rule of the Great 

Britain, “ colonial educational policy” has been adopted (Flowerdew, Li, and 

Miller 204). This is used for educating a small group of local elites who act as

the middleperson between the British officials and the local Hong Kong 

citizens (Flowerdew, Li, and Miller 205). For elementary education, schools 

are under the “ laissez-faire policy”, which the schools can pick and choose 

their own MoI (Lai and Byram 316). From secondary to post-secondary level, 

English is mostly used as the MoI. Flowerdew, Li , and Miller has indicated 

that during the 1980s, 90% of the secondary schools are used in English. At 

the same time, the colonial Hong Kong government had disagreed with the” 

mixed-mode approach” on teaching, which is described as using Cantonese 

to explain terms and definitions, and using English on teaching and testing 

materials (Flowerdew, Li, and Miller 205). In the early 1990s, the colonial 

government had increased the number of universities in order to meet the 

demand of the needs of the professionals in the flourishing economy 

(Flowerdew, Li, and Miller 206). The number of universities had increased 

from two to eight, and six out of eight are used English as MoI for lectures 

and tutorials. On 1997, Hong Kong became a part of the Chinese territory. 

On September, 1997, the “ mother-tongue education policy” had been 

enforced (Lee 13). Only 114 secondary schools are allowed to use English as 

MoI, and more than 300 secondary schools had to use Chinese as MoI (Lee 

13). On 2008, “ fine-tuning policy” had been enforced, as the Hong Kong 

government tried to eliminate the negative labelling effect of the English and

the Chinese schools (Suen 6). 
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Even though currently Hong Kong is a part of the Chinese territory, English 

should be used as the MoI in the secondary and post-secondary education 

system. First, English as MoI can boost the economic growth of Hong Kong. 

Hong Kong is one of the Asia’s international financial centres, and English is 

commonly used as the medium of communication in Business, the local 

workforce has to be fluent in English to communicate with investors and 

clients (Lee 98). The future generation are exposed more to the English 

language environment because MoI is English. Because of this, the 

prospective international companies may consider Hong Kong as the 

regional headquarters which can strengthen economic development, and 

create more jobs . Besides, as China’s economy is growing rapidly, many 

international corporations see Hong Kong as a gateway to China (Lee 98). 

China opens its door to the world in the mid-1980s, Hong Kong has firstly 

became as an entrepot, and now becomes the middleperson between China 

and the world. Entrepot is defined as a centre at which goods are received 

for subsequent distribution (“ Entrepot”). In order to keep the current 

position as the middleperson and the gateway of China, English is more 

important than ever. Moreover, using English as MoI can train students to 

think in the language and use as a lingua franca, so that they can easily 

adapt the western cultures and beliefs (Ng 5). Lingua franca is any form of 

language serving as a means of communication between speakers of 

different languages (“ Lingua franca”). That can make international 

corporations to enter Hong Kong at ease because citizens are already 

exposed to the western cultures and thoughts. 
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Second, English as MoI is critical to student career prospective. In the 

competitive city like Hong Kong, higher foreign language ability, for example,

English can ensure a secured employment and financial future for the 

students (Lee 25). As mentioned above, Hong Kong is an international city, 

and English is used as MoI in university, it is crucial for students to use 

English as MoI. When the “ mother-tongue education” policy is compulsorily 

implemented, some parents broke into tears that their children cannot go to 

those English schools (Lee 26). Apart from that, university lecturers from the 

City University of Hong Kong also complained that students’ English ability is 

weak, sometimes the situation makes lecturers difficult to communicate with

their fellow students and explore new ideas with their students (Flowerdew, 

Li , and Miller 213). As a whole, this can dampen the knowledge that 

students receive, and affect the creditability of the Hong Kong university 

graduates. Flowerdew, Li, and Miller quoted from different surveys that 

secondary school students, university students, and teaching professionals 

are prone to English as MoI (qtd. in Pennington and Yue; Hylan; Lin et al.; 

Richard, Tung, and Ng). Lau, a secondary school English department chair 

also indicated English is important for students’ future in the long-run. 

Therefore, Hong Kong government should use English as MoI in secondary 

and post-secondary education. 

Third, English is an international language. International language is 

described as a language that can achieve a genuinely global status, when it 

develops a special role that is recognized in every country (Nunan 590). 

English is a lingua franca because it is widely used in world politics, 

telecommunications, business, mass media, technology, and education 
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(Shen 113). For international relations, there are 85 percent of the world 

organizations using English. For popular music, 99 percent of the work is in 

English (Shen 113). In order to broaden students’ horizons, education in 

Hong Kong should be used in English as MoI. By broadening their horizons, 

students’ learning can be enhanced. 

On the contrary, there are challenges on using English as MoI. Although 

English as MoI benefits students, first language teaching is the most effective

way to learn (Suen). First language is defined as the first language that an 

individual learns, also known as L1 (“ First language”). On the other hand, 

using English as MoI will create the rising of “ elitism” which refers to a 

description of attitudes that are ascribed to a higher social class, or to 

anyone in a superordinate position (“ elitism”; Flowerdew, Li, and Miller). 

Hong Kong is well-known for its social strata gap. According to the Gini index,

which is an index measures the degree of inequality in the distribution of 

family income in a country, Hong Kong has ranked in 17 among 135 

countries, and Hong Kong has the highest rank among developed nations (“ 

Distribution of family income- Gini index”). If English again has been 

enforced as the MoI, the gap between the rich and the poor will be widened, 

and the situation will create social unrest. 

Despite the fact that English as MoI has its disadvantages, its benefits still 

outweigh the disadvantages. Hong Kong educational system should be used 

English as the Medium of Instruction not only in secondary and post-

secondary schools, but also in elementary schools or even pre-schools. Hong 

Kong government should examine ways to develop English as the L1 for their

citizens, and they should learn the experience from Singapore (Ng). Hong 
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Kong government should also maintain a consistent and sustainable 

education system. As I have said, Hong Kong has shifted its educational 

system at least twice over the past 10 years. In order to produce a 

knowledgeable workforce, a stable system should be used. Before making 

any changes to the educational system, Hong Kong government should 

examine the pros and cons of the changes to the educational system 

thoroughly and publish the policy in a more transparent way. 
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